
Recording KMO in cubase, on Windows seven 32 bits, 

with Motif XF in remote mode. 

 

On this example, I’m using firewire drivers on Motif XF. 

If you are using usb drivers, you need to change the following: 

- Motif XF_ Main -   you need to use the Motif XF_ -1 port. 

- Motif XF_ Remote -   you need to use the Motif XF_-2 port. 

The “_” is for the number of the Motif XF: 6, 7 or 8. 

For the Karma Motif virtual midi drivers, on 32 bits Windows you have the internal KMO drivers:  

KL Virtual A & KL Virtual B. 

However, 64 bits windows users need to download the LoopBe1 free driver here: 

http://nerds.de/en/loopbe1.html 

This free driver functions identically to the Karma-Lab Virtual Midi driver. 

For Mac users, you will need to change the following; 

- KL Virtual A - you need to use the Apple IAC driver bus 1. 

- KL Virtual B - you need to use the Apple IAC driver bus 2. 

 

In Utility, F5 Control, SF2 MIDI: 

- Set local control to Off. 

- Midi Sync must be set to: Midi. 

- Clock out must be set to: On. 

- Sequencer Control must be set to: in/out. 

 

Press store to save this setup. 

You must be in song mode and press remote to be in remote mode. 

 

 

http://nerds.de/en/loopbe1.html


Drivers Settings on KMO: 

On the top bar, go to: Option, and set “Keyboard thru” active: 

 

On top bar, Window, click on “Midi port Manager”,  

KL Virtual A/B must be active (Enable VDM Virtual midi driver is checked):  

 

 



Your usb or FW Motif XF(XS) port must be checked too for midi in/out Ports, for FW it will be Motif XF_ 

Main and Motif XF_ Remote (for USB it will be Motif XF_-1 and Motif XF_-2): 

 

 

On Midi Setup Global Tab, Window General, select the Motif XF_ Main for in/out ports: 

 

 

 



In RTC Window, set KL Virtual Out-A for transmit, KL Virtual In-B to receive. For Chord Triggers part, 

be sure to select  “Note Number” & “CC/Note Number”: 

 

In Device Windows, set Remote active and Motif XF_ Remote for Part in/out: 

 



On the performance tab, select the performance you wish to record, in “midi” Window, unselect "Link 

all port as Global Parts", for Mode select "single", select «KL Virtual In-B" for input port, "Motif XF_ 

Main" for output port:  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Sync On KMO: 

Karma Motif can manage midi clock data, Cubase can send midi clock data, but it receives only Time 

Code data.  

In this instance we need to select Cubase as Master and KMO as Slave. 

So, you need to assign the KMO performance Tempo/Time Signature in Cubase Transport Panel.  

By this way Cubase will send the correct tempo/Time Signature Value to KMo.  

As the Motif is set to Midi setting for sync, you don’t need to change anything. 

On the KMo Midi Setup, Sync Window, for « mode » select « External », for « In » set KL Virtual In-B,  

for 1) Motif XF_ Main, for 2) KL Virtual Out-A:  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Cubase General Settings: 

On Cubase, with the Project Assistant, select a “Yamaha Motif XF multi channel recording” project, click 

on “Create”:  

 

On the toolbar, in Device, click on “Device Setup”, for “Remote Devices”, line Yamaha Motif XF, you 

can’t use the Motif XS midi in/out remote at the same time that you use them for Karma Motif:  

 

 



Unselect the Motif XF_ Remote and choose “Not Connected”, then click on “Ok” to execute: 

 

 In file, preference, midi, select “midi thru Active”:  

 



In file, preference, midi, be sure that all “Chase Events” are unselected:  

 

In file, preference, midi, filter, Record, sysex must be unchecked (to allow record of sysex data): 

 



Sync in Cubase: 

For the sync (Cubase master/ KMO Slave), in Transport, Project Synchronization Setup, set  

“Internal Timecode” for Timecode Source, in Mid out Clock, select “KL Virtual Out-B”and check  

“Send Midi Clock in Stop Mode” (to allow KMO Start without waiting Cubase Start message):  

 

On the Transport Panel, the default tempo is set to 120 and the Time Signature is 4/4: 

 

Remember that Cubase is Master and KMO is Slaved, so don’t forget to adjust them to the same value 

as your KMO performance: 

 



Setup the two recording midi tracks on Cubase: 

For midi track one, set like this, midi input Motif XF_ Main, output KL Virtual Out-B, midi channel 1, 

this track record notes played on the Motif Keyboard and controllers (MW, pitch …): 

  

Set track two like this, Midi input KL Virtual In-A, Output KL Virtual Out-B, Channel midi 1, this track 

record the KMO data like Scene change, Chord triggers, Arp Triggers, Stutters, Retriggers, Fill… :  

 

 



First Cubase Record: 

Arm track one and two for recording, press Cubase record, play on the Motif XF keyboard or on Fill 

Button (H on Motif XF) to launch KMO, when finish, first press stop on KMO, then press  stop  record on 

Cubase. 

 

 

Set track one and two begin at first time bar: 

Similarly we start the Cubase record before starting  KMO record, the first data recorded must not be 

at a dedicate bar time. You need to find the first data recorded, if you play from Motif XF Keyboard, it 

will be on track one and it’s a note or a chord. If you start by press play or Fill the first data is Control 

change on track Two. 

Here I start with the fill, so I select track two. 

 



 Right clicking track 2, Midi  Open List Editor, the first data is between bar 3 to 4, I want to start all 

data and notes at first time on bar two, select the first data, then Right click Transport Locate 

Selection, now the cursor is on the start time of the first data recorded:

 

Return to normal view, select tracks one and two, be sure to not move the cursor: 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Right click and select Function  Clip at Cursor: 

 

Delete first part, move the two tracks for example at bar 2: 

 

Edit the two tracks if necessary, correcting data, time etc, perhaps quantize……to obtain perfect timing. 

  

 

 

 



Record KMO All data on track three: 

Setup midi track 3 to record all data generated by KMO, for Input set KL Virtual in-A, for Output Motif 

XF_ Main, set midi channel “any”:  

 

Don’t forget if necessary on KMO to select the start scene, if you have finished your recording on 

scene6 and you start on scene4, the scene 4 control change would not be recorded, in this example, 

select scene 4. 

Arm track 3 to record, be sure track one and two are not armed, start cubase recording.  

When recording track3 is complete, it will contain all the data generated by the KMO on all midi 

channels: 

 

To listen your record, set track three as solo (or mute track one and two), By-pass the KMO: 

 



Recording Audio: 

When you are satisfied with the recording  you can add a audio track on your project and record a final 

audio track. 

Perhaps you need to have each midi track separate on Cubase for example if you want to control midi 

volume automation for each track, on track3  right click Midi Dissolve Part, select “Separate 

Channels”, “Optimized Display”, Click “Ok”: 

 

Mute track one, two, three, all the other tracks must be set with Motif Xf_ Main for input and output. 

You can record audio tracks now, one by one for each track, eight by eight if you have the firewire card 

in option on your Motif XF. 

Enjoy KMO recording on Cubase. 

Pdf file made by Moessieurs for Karma-lab, based on the Stephen Kay pdf about sequencing on KMO. 

Thanks to Peter Hindley for the text review. 

 


